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NWWD Big Game DRAFT Proposals for 2021 

All of the following proposals are specific to the North Willamette Watershed District 

(NWWD; figure 1) and do not include general regulation proposals already incorporated in the 

big game hunting season review at the following link: https://myodfw.com/articles/big-game-

review. Comments on proposals can preferably be submitted electronically through this link: 

https://odfw.wufoo.com/forms/zth5lfy09ws6hm/. Alternatively, written comments can be 

directed to the local wildlife biologists (contact information included at bottom of document). 

We are most interested in a summary of why hunters oppose or support the proposals, what 

positive or negative impacts could result from the changes, what are alternatives or suggestions 

to the proposed changes, and what issues specific to the NWWD are hunters concerned or 

supportive of. The NWWD Wildlife team greatly appreciates your flexibility during these 

unprecedented times and strongly encourages you to share this information and reach out if 

you have any questions. 

 

Figure 1: North Willamette Watershed District Boundary 

https://myodfw.com/articles/big-game-review
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Proposals by Animal Group 

 Roosevelt Elk 

o New Hunt: 216R1 Santiam Wildlife Management Unit (WMU) Traditional Bow 

(Long or recurve bow ONLY; compound bows prohibited). 

 Bag limit: One elk outside United States Forest Service (USFS) lands, one 

bull inside USFS lands. 

 Proposed Open Season: 9/27/21-10/1/21. 

 55 Tags will also be valid during Western Oregon General Archery season. 

 Priority opportunity request from hunter input received during last year’s 

public meeting process. There is no significant biological impact concern 

associated with this hunt.  

o Tag and boundary adjustments: 

 Hunt 211 Scappoose WMU: tags increased from 20 to 25. 

 A portion of tags dropped from the less popular 211A3 were 

reallocated to this more popular hunt. 

 Hunt 211A1 North Plains No. 1: tags increased from 35 to 40 

 A portion of tags dropped from the less popular 211A3 were 

reallocated to this more popular hunt which also allows for more 

meaningful harvest to address local agricultural damage. 

 Hunt 211A3 North Plains No. 3: tags decreased from 33 to 22 

 Tag allocations adjusted to provide better opportunity to address 

damage in the longer 211A1 hunt open season. 

 Hunt 214C SE Trask: tags decreased from 77 to 66 and boundary 

clarification. 

 Tag allocations adjusted to accommodate increased harvest and 

reduction in damage from the new General Season Antlerless Elk 

Damage Hunt. 

 Hunt boundary was clarified to update road names and does not 

deviate significantly from the previous boundary. Contact Kurt 

Licence for the full updated boundary description proposal. 

 Hunt 216C Molalla: tags reduced from 55 to 50. 

 Tag allocations adjusted to help maintain management objectives. 

 Hunt 216D NW Santiam: tags reduced from 53 to 50. 

 Tag allocations adjusted to help maintain management objectives. 

 Black-tailed Deer 

o Tag and season adjustments: 

 Hunt 614 Trask WMU: tags increased from 83 to 165. 

 WMU wide population modeling efforts have shown additional 

harvestable surplus and as a result staff propose an increase in 

hunting opportunity. 



 

 

 Hunt 616A1 NW Santiam: Open season moved up from Oct. 24 (2020) to 

Oct. 2 (2021) consistent with general buck deer season. 

 Regulation simplification effort to improve consistency with other 

western Oregon 600 series hunts. 

 Hunt 611T Scappoose WMU Youth: tags decreased from 55 to 50. 

 Tag allocations adjusted to help maintain management objectives. 

 Hunt 614T2 Upper Tualatin-Trask youth: tags increased from 30 to 40. 

 WMU wide population modeling efforts have shown additional 

harvestable surplus and increased timber damage reports result in 

staff proposal to slightly increase hunting opportunity. 

 Bear 

o Tag adjustments: 

 Hunt 710A NW Oregon Spring Bear: tags increased from 990 to 1365 

 Tag allocations adjusted to reflect a growing bear population and 

increase hunting opportunity. 

 

NWWD Deer and Elk Survey Results: 

Black-tailed Deer 

Fall herd composition counts are conducted by spotlighting from a vehicle annually in 

November. Deer are counted and classified based on sex and age (buck and fawn) ratios. The 

information is used to calculate two ratios, bucks/100 does and fawns/100 does, in each WMU. 

These ratios are evaluated to determine and compare annual trends. In general, at least 40 

fawns per 100 does is the preferred observed fawn ratio based on observed adult doe survival 

in western Oregon. Buck ratios are also compared with Benchmarks for each WMU. No surveys 

are conducted in the Willamette WMU because it is a designated “de-emphasis zone” where 

deer and elk are managed at minimal levels to help address property damage and have no 

assigned management objectives. 

Scappoose WMU: 

Figure 2 below shows the fawn and buck ratios for the Scappoose WMU from 1978-2020. Fawn 

ratios are overall on a decreasing trend. The buck ratio benchmark for the Scappoose WMU is 

20 bucks per 100 does. Current buck ratios are at or above the benchmark. The ratios have had 

some variability from year to year, but have overall been steady over time.   

 



 

 

 

Figure 2 Scappoose Unit Deer: Fawn and Buck Ratios 

East Trask WMU: 

Figure 3 below shows the fawn and buck ratios for the eastern portion of the Trask WMU 

managed by the NWWD from 1978-2020. Management of the Trask for both deer and elk is 

shared between the NWWD and the North Coast Watershed District out of Tillamook. The data 

provided below only represents data collected in the area managed by the NWWD. Observed 

fawn ratios are overall on a slow decreasing trend. The buck ratio benchmark for the Trask 

WMU is 20 bucks per 100 does. Buck ratios have been hovering around the benchmark for the 

last 20 years, with some variability but mostly stable. 

 

Figure 3 East Trask Unit Deer: Fawn and Buck Ratio 



 

 

North Santiam WMU: 

Figure 4 below shows the fawn and buck ratios for the northern portion of the Trask WMU 

managed by the NWWD from 1978-2020. The Santiam WMU is co-managed by the NWWD and 

South Willamette Watershed District out of Corvallis for both deer and elk, with the NWWD 

being responsible for the northern portion (area north of the Santiam River). The data provided 

below only represents data collected in the area managed by the NWWD. Observed fawn ratios 

are overall on a decreasing trend. The post hunting season buck ratio benchmark for the 

Santiam WMU is 15 bucks per 100 does. Buck ratios have generally exceeded this benchmark 

for the last 20 years, with some variability. 

 

Figure 4: North Santiam Unit Deer: Fawn and Buck Ratios 

Roosevelt Elk 

NWWD staff conduct aerial elk surveys via helicopter every year in February and March. The 

guidelines for collecting this data ensure that all bulls in the sample still have their antlers (or 

can be readily identified as bulls), and that the major calf mortality period has passed. Staff 

conduct surveys in the early morning or late afternoon to observe animals during their most 

active periods of the day. Flights are non-randomized throughout several habitat types, but 

predominantly occur in low-valley agricultural lands, industrial private timber, state and federal 

forests. Herd composition data are recorded as the number of bulls, calves, and cows observed 

in each group of elk successfully classified. The resulting data is not a population estimate, but 

reported as ratios: the number of bulls and calves per 100 cows in the population. Herd 

composition data provides an index to bull and calf survival within each WMU. Low bull/cow 

ratios usually indicate excessive bull harvest, and low calf/cow ratios suggest poor calf survival.  

Scappoose WMU: 

Elk herd composition survey data for the Scappoose WMU shows the total number of elk 

observed from 1991-2020, and is used with our calf and bull-ratios to assess elk population 



 

 

trends, and directs our hunting season recommendations. Overall, the trend for the number of 

elk classified in the Scappoose WMU has been steadily increasing since 1991 (Figure 5). Our 

highest number of elk observed in the Scappoose WMU occurred this year (n =1,282).  

 

Figure 5 Scappoose Unit Elk: Spring Elk Counts 

Figure 6 below represents herd composition from the Scappoose WMU from 1991-2020. In 

1996 and 2014 surveys were not conducted which is why the graph lacks information during 

those years. Average calf ratios have been about 36 calves per 100 does. The red line 

represents the 2016 bull ratio management objective, which is 10 bulls per 100 cows. In recent 

years we have mostly been meeting that management objective for the Scappoose WMU.  

 

Figure 6 Scappoose Unit Elk: Calf and Bull Ratios 



 

 

East Trask WMU: 

Elk herd composition survey data for the eastern portion of the Trask WMU shows the total 

number of elk observed from 1991-2020. The data provided below only represents data 

collected in the area managed by the NWWD. Overall, the trend for the number of elk classified 

in the east Trask has been steadily increasing since around 2005 (Figure 7). Our highest number 

of elk observed in the east Trask occurred in 2018 (n =946). Many of the largest groups of elk 

are typically observed utilizing agriculture fields in this area. The increasing population trend, 

consistency of exceeding the MO, and the increasing elk damage complaints on agriculture 

lands lead biologists to propose including a portion of the Trask WMU in the 2020 General 

Season Antlerless Elk Damage hunt starting this August. 

 

Figure 7: East Trask Unit Elk: Spring Elk Counts 

Figure 8 (below) represents herd composition from the east Trask from 1991-2020. Average calf 

ratios have been about 34 calves per 100 does. The red line represents the 2016 bull ratio 

management objective for the entire Trask WMU, which is 10 bulls per 100 cows. In recent 

years we have mostly exceeded that management objective in the eastern portion of the Trask 

WMU. 

 

Figure 8: East Trask Unit Elk: Calf and Bull Ratios 



 

 

North Santiam WMU: 

Similar to the other NWWD WMUs the Santiam shows a steadily increasing trend for the 

number of elk classified since 1991 (Figure 9). The data provided below only represents data 

collected in the area managed by the NWWD. Note that the total number of elk classified in the 

Santiam is significantly lower than that of the east Trask and Scappoose unit. This is largely due 

to the differing habitat types and forest management practices between the units leading to 

the Santiam’s dense forests where elk visibility is limited during aerial surveys. Our highest 

number of elk observed in the Santiam occurred in 2019 (n =497).  

 

Figure 9: North Santiam Unit Elk: Spring Elk Counts 

Elk herd composition from the Santiam WMU from 1992-2020 is represented in figure 10. Due 

to a number of data gaps from years where the unit was not surveyed, three year averages 

were graphed. Average calf ratios have been about 34 calves per 100 cows. The red line 

represents the 2016 bull ratio management objective, which is 10 bulls per 100 cows. On 

average, the Santiam Unit has remained above the bull ratio management objective since 1992 

with an average of over 15 bulls per 100 cows.  

 

Figure 10: North Santiam Unit Elk: Calf and Bull Ratios 



 

 

 

Current NWWD Staff  Position  NWWD Office  Contact 

Kurt Licence  District Wildlife Biologist Clackamas kurt.l.licence@state.or.us 

Doug Kitchen  Asst. District Wildlife Biologist Clackamas doug.a.kitchen@state.or.us 

Amy Darr  Asst. District Wildlife Biologist Sauvie Island amy.e.darr@state.or.us 

Brehan Furfey    Asst. District Wildlife Biologist Sauvie Island      brehan.c.furfey@state.or.us 

 


